MINIMIZE CLUTTER. MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY.
A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING

Need a storage solution for a workstation? No problem. Looking for creative ways to archive your files? Flagship does that, too. From active to archival to communal storage, Flagship elements combine to create versatile layouts that maximize space, define boundaries and bring people closer to the things they need to stay productive.
HERE. THERE. ANYWHERE.

In today’s fast-paced workflow, organization is critical. Give your company an advantage with Flagship, the all-metal storage collection that is all-encompassing. Safely secure personal items. Neatly display books and binders. Quickly access archived files. With Flagship, you don’t just get the storage you desire...you get the organization you deserve.
Shown with Contain storage, Flagship pedestals, and Ceres seating. Inspired by HON color palette Energy.
A. COMMAND CENTER
Personal file centers keep the chaos at bay, while keeping frequently used items close at hand.

B. SUPPLIES ANYONE?
Lateral files with storage cabinets not only corral all your info, they double as collaborative hubs.

C. SIMPLY PUT
Squeeze more storage capacity into a smaller workstation footprint by using pedestals as worksurface supports.

D. LATERAL THINKING
Archival filing doesn’t have to be stuffy. Outfit any open space with a wall full of storage, available at a moment’s notice.
GO CONFIGURE

When it's your workspace, you want the storage a very specific way. Flagship pedestals, file centers, laterals, bookcases and storage cabinets integrate to create contemporary spaces, timeless appeal and endless configurations. From drawer types to finishes, the choice is yours... and so are the benefits.
A. COMBINATION FILING
Can’t decide on a direction? Flagship always lets you have your way, no matter which way you go.

B. FRONT-TO-BACK FILING
Easily read folder tabs by placing files in this classic arrangement.

C. SIDE-TO-SIDE LETTER FILING
Get all your ducks — and letter files — in a row with this arrangement.

D. SIDE-TO-SIDE LEGAL FILING
Legal documents need a little extra space, and Flagship offers no objections.

LATERAL FILES, STORAGE CABINETS, AND BOOKCASES

FILE CENTERS

PEDESTALS

FLAGSHIP STORAGE HANDLE OPTIONS